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Abstract. Necessary conditions are discussed for the pos-
sible generation of large solitary acoustic modes in plasmas
with one or more ion species which are hotter than some or
all of the electron species. The analysis is based on a fluid
dynamic approach. It is found that in most of these config-
urations the existence ranges for the solitary wave velocities
are very narrow and close to one of the thermal velocities.
In the latter situation, linear Landau damping may prevent
the generation of nonlinear structures. The analysis indicates
that both inertial and thermal effects for the ions need to be
kept in the description, thus rendering an analytical investi-
gation much more intricate.

1 Introduction

Solitary waves (in the form of bipolar pulses in the electric
field parallel to the background magnetic field) have been
identified throughout the Earth’s magnetosphere at narrow
boundaries, such as the plasma sheet boundary layer (Mat-
sumoto et al., 1994; Frantz et al., 1998), the magnetosheath
(Pickett et al., 2003), the bow shock (Bale et al., 1998) and
in strong currents, such as those associated with the auroral
acceleration region (Bounds et al., 1999). Except in the ion
beam regions of the auroral zone, these solitary waves are re-
puted to be positive electrostatic potential structures, and also
presumed to be associated with high-frequency disturbances.

Earlier theoretical models based on solitary electron-
acoustic structures in two-electron-temperature plasmas
could explain observations of waves, provided that these had
negative electrostatic potentials (Mace et al., 1991; Dubouloz
et al., 1991). To explain positive potential structures, exten-
sions to the models have been made by including an electron
beam in what are then in effect three-electron-component
models (Berthomier et al., 2000; Mace and Hellberg, 2001).
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It is shown that below some critical electron beam velocity
the nonlinear structures can have a positive potential signa-
ture.

More recently, the possibility to obtain positive potential
electron-acoustic solitons in two-electron-temperature plas-
mas was pointed out, provided hot electron inertia is retained
(Cattaert et al., 2005; Verheest et al., 2005). Although the lat-
ter model obviates the need for an electron beam component,
it requires a rather high density of cooler electrons, which
does not seem to correspond to the observations. However,
it should be noted that at present the instrument resolution is
too poor to determine cold electron distributions accurately.

On the other hand, nonlinear solitary structures have been
observed in the plasma sheet boundary layer regions (Parks et
al., 1984; Onsager et al., 1993), which may play a key role in
supporting parallel electric fields in the Earth’s magnetotail.
The observations indicate the existence of background elec-
trons, cold electron beams, background cool ions and warm
ions or ion beams. This has motivated studies of models
where some of the ions might be hotter than the electrons
(e.g. Tagare et al., 2004; Kakad et al., 2007).

In this paper we will illustrate that great care has to be
taken in the use of the terminology “hot” and “cold”, and in
treating the ions as inertialess species (i.e., using Boltzmann
density distributions for the ions). After this Introduction,
we recall in Sect. 2 some necessary conditions for the gener-
ation of solitary acoustic waves in multispecies plasmas, and
apply these in Sect. 3 to hydrogen plasmas, in order to con-
trast well known facets of plasmas having cool ions and hot
electrons with the converse case where ions are hotter than
electrons. Section 4 focuses on several possibilities in two-
electron-temperature plasmas, including a case where the hot
ions have thermal velocities that are intermediate between
those of the cool and the hot electrons. Section 5 is devoted to
the more unusual two-ion-temperature plasma models, where
both ion species are hotter than the electrons. Finally, Sect. 6
contains our conclusions, indicating that hotter ions imply
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severely circumscribed and very narrow existence ranges for
solitons.

2 Necessary existence conditions for acoustic modes in
multispecies plasmas

We will treat electrostatic solitons in unmagnetized plasmas,
or, when the plasmas are magnetized, at propagation paral-
lel to the static magnetic field. In common with many other
authors, we use “soliton” as shorthand for solitary localized
nonlinear pulses or dips in the electrostatic potential, and de-
scribe them in a frame in which they appear stationary. De-
tails of the formalism can be found e.g. in overview type pa-
pers by McKenzie et al. (2004) or Verheest et al. (2004) and
in references contained therein.

To follow our exposition, we briefly recall some elements
of the method. In a frame co-moving with the nonlinear
structure, the fluid equations of continuity and momentum
can easily be integrated, with vanishing boundary conditions
far away from the soliton. Since the modes are electrostatic,
there are no wave magnetic effects and of Maxwell’s equa-
tions only Poisson’s equation remains to be considered. Us-
ing the species’ mass flux and momentum invariants, this can
formally be integrated to obtain a mechanical energy-type in-
tegral for the electrostatic potentialϕ, of the generic form
(McKenzie et al., 2004; Verheest et al., 2004)

1

2

(

dϕ

dx

)2

= S(ϕ, V ), (1)

whereV is the speed of the solitary wave in an inertial frame.
Undoing one integration with respect to the space coordinate
x gives

d2ϕ

dx2
=

dS

dϕ
(ϕ, V ). (2)

Because of the undisturbed conditions far away, the integra-
tion constants have been taken such that

S(0, V ) = 0,
dS

dϕ
(0, V ) = 0, (3)

ensuring thatS(ϕ, V ) has a double root atϕ = 0.
In order to have a maximum or minimum value of the elec-

trostatic potentialϕm 6= 0 in the center of the structure, we
need to find roots ofS(ϕm, V )= 0 outsideϕ = 0. A prereq-
uisite (but not a sufficient condition!) for that to happen is
thatS(ϕ, V ) has the proper convexity atϕ = 0, namely

d2S

dϕ2
(0, V ) > 0. (4)

If one goes through the algebra, this necessary convexity con-
dition is (McKenzie et al., 2004; Verheest et al., 2004)

F(V ) :=
∑

α

ω2
pα

c2
tα − V 2

> 0. (5)

V

FHVL

Fig. 1. Generic graph for the existence domains in a three-
component plasma. The red ranges yield acceptable necessary con-
ditions, the blue one not. The precise labeling of the asymptotes
depends on the ordering of the different thermal velocities.

Hereωpα andctα refer to the plasma frequency and the gen-
eralized thermal velocity of the plasma speciesα, respec-
tively. It is worth stressing that these conditions are only
necessary! The sufficient conditions, unfortunately, require
the determination of the possible rootsϕm of S(ϕ, V ), which
often is not amenable to a complete analytical discussion
(McKenzie et al., 2004; Verheest et al., 2004). In what fol-
lows, we will focus on the ranges allowed by Eq. (5), and
leave the full discussion of explicit examples or plasma com-
positions for further work.

From the requirement (5) we find one or more criti-
cal acoustic velocitiesVa , being defined as the roots of
F(V ) = 0, and lying between two successive thermal veloci-
ties. We further know from fluid dynamic considerations that
at least one species needs to be supersonic (“cold”, in the
sense that its thermal velocity is smaller thanV ) and at least
one subsonic (“hot”, with a thermal velocity larger thanV )
(McKenzie et al., 2004; Verheest et al., 2004). Note that hot
and cold are expressed purely in terms of thermal velocities
compared to the structure velocity, and do not immediately
refer to temperatures.

This leads to generic graphs where the necessary exis-
tence domains for stationary solitary structures require that
Va < V , before the next asymptote at a thermal velocity is
encountered. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in a three-component
plasma there are two acoustic existence ranges for solitary
waves, indicated in red, whereas the lowest possible range
indicated in blue does not fit the bill, all three species then
being subsonic. With more species one gets more acoustic
ranges.

As an aside, in the domains whereF(V ) = − k2 ≤ 0 one
recovers linearized harmonic waves with frequencyω and
wave numberk, providedV is interpreted as the linear phase
velocityω/k. Were one to consider a plasma with cool ions,
cool and hot electrons, the successive ranges would refer to
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linear ion-acoustic, electron-acoustic and Langmuir waves,
respectively, at increasingV .

3 Discussion of acoustic modes in hydrogen plasmas

In order to clarify potential difficulties with plasma models
where some or all of the ions might be hotter than the elec-
trons, we have to recall well-known elements of simpler or
more usual plasma compositions. We start from the soliton
condition for a hydrogen plasma,

F(V ) :=
ω2

pe

c2
te − V 2

+
ω2

pi

c2
t i − V 2

> 0, (6)

which yields an acoustic velocity defined through

V 2
a =

mic
2
t i + mec

2
te

mi + me

. (7)

HenceV has to obey

min{c2
te, c

2
t i} < V 2

a < V 2 < max{c2
te, c

2
t i}, (8)

but we have not ordered the thermal velocities yet, for which
two cases are possible.

The first one,ct i < cte, seems the more applicable one,
and for nonlinear acoustic modes in this ordering we need
ct i < Va < V < cte. Written in terms of generalized kinetic
temperaturesTe = mec

2
te andTi = mic

2
t i we get

c2
t i < V 2

a =
Ti + Te

mi + me

< V 2 < c2
te. (9)

When Ti and Te are similar, the linear counterparts of the
solitary waves studied here are heavily ion Landau damped,
and so it is not obvious that nonlinear modes can be gener-
ated. Hence we takeTi ≪ Te, which is, however, more strin-
gent than required by the soliton condition (5) alone. Since
me ≪ mi one arrives at the usual definitionV 2

a ≃ Te/mi , so
that indeedc2

t i ≪ V 2
a ≪ c2

te. In this case a possible range
is V 2

a < V 2 ≪ c2
te, but we can only study solitons that are

slightly superacoustic.
The large separation between the characteristic speeds in-

dicates that we could equally well have started with cold ions
(ct i ≪ V ) and inertialess (Boltzmann) electrons (V ≪ cte)
and arrived at a reasonable approximation to the fullVa .
We recall that in a fluid model Boltzmann density distribu-
tions are obtained for isothermal species when inertial effects
are omitted. The balance between thermal and electrostatic
forces in the corresponding momentum equation then gives
typical density distributions, e.g. for electrons, of the form
ne = ne0 exp(eϕ/Te), wherene is the electron number den-
sity (with equilibrium valuene0) ande is the unit charge in
absolute value.

Could one have the orderingct i < cte, but with Te < Ti?
In order to avoid heavy Landau damping of the linear modes,
one would need to have a sufficiently large window between

the two thermal speeds for the phase speed to be clearly sepa-
rated from them, i.e.Ti/mi ≪ Te/me. However, substitution
into Eq. (7) then leads toV 2

a ≃ Ti/mi , and the linear wave is
still subject to strong ion Landau damping.

The other, theoretically possible ordering might be that
cte < ct i or Te/me < Ti/mi , so thatcte < Va < V < ct i can
hold, but with what would appear to be unrealistically small
electron temperatures, sinceTe < (me/mi)Ti ≪ Ti . Putting
c2
te = c2

t iδ, where 0≤ δ < 1, gives, with a return to the origi-
nal definition (7), that

V 2
a =

mi + meδ

mi + me

c2
t i < V 2 < c2

t i . (10)

The available window forV is so narrow andVa so close
to ct i that not only is heavy ion Landau damping expected,
but in addition the ions can certainly not be treated as Boltz-
mann distributed (i.e. inertialess), for whichV ≪ ct i would
be needed (Mace and Hellberg, 1993; Rice et al., 1993). All
in all this is not a physically realistic regime. The underly-
ing reason is that in this model the hot species is now heavy
and the cold species is light: compared to the original ion-
acoustic model, one has swapped the role of the tempera-
tures, but this cannot be done for the masses!

4 Plasmas with two electron temperatures

We now go to a more complicated but well-studied model,
that of two-electron-temperature plasmas, for which the nec-
essary condition for the existence of solitary structures is that

µ

c2
t i − V 2

+
f

c2
tec − V 2

+
1 − f

c2
teh − V 2

> 0. (11)

Heref = nce0/ni0 < 1 is the fractional cool electron density,
the mass ratioµ = me/mi is obviously a small parameter and
the cooler and hotter electron species have been subscripted
by ec andeh, respectively.

There are two possible acoustic regimes, and to dis-
cuss these we will first assume the usual ordering that
ct i < ctec < cteh. Taking in Eq. (11) brutally the limitµ → 0
gives

V 2
aH = f c2

teh + (1 − f )c2
tec, (12)

which corresponds to the (higher) electron-acoustic velocity
in the model. At these high acoustic speeds, the ion dynamics
hardly matter and they can be forgotten as an almost immo-
bile background.

If we assume the stronger condition that
ct i < ctec ≪ VaH < V < cteh, we find a restriction on
f , viz.

1 >
V 2

c2
teh

>
V 2

aH

c2
teh

≃ f. (13)

If the hot electrons are treated as inertialess, then another
strong inequality is needed, namelyV ≪ cteh, in order to ne-
glect in their equation of motion the inertial effects in favour
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of the thermal contributions. An immediate consequence is
the restriction tof ≪ 1 and then only negative electrostatic
potential solitons can be found (Mace et al., 1991). These
are rarefactive for the hot electrons and the (cold) ions, but
compressive for the cool electrons. As pointed out on vari-
ous occasions, the labels rarefactive and compressive are am-
biguous in multispecies plasma treatments.

In order to find in this two-electron-temperature model
electron-acoustic solitons with a positive electrostatic po-
tential, which are compressive for the hot electrons and the
(cold) ions but rarefactive for the cool electrons, it is imper-
ative to retain hot electron inertia in combination with the
thermal effects (Cattaert et al., 2005; Verheest et al., 2005).
The drawback of this model to generate positive electrostatic
potential solitons is that a rather high fraction of cool elec-
trons is needed, larger than can at present be inferred from
available observations.

For ion-acoustic solitons in a two-electron-temperature
model, we return to Eq. (11) and note thatµc2

tec = Tec/mi

and likewise thatµc2
teh = Teh/mi . Retaining these terms be-

fore taking the limitµ → 0 yields the (lower) ion-acoustic
velocity,

V 2
aL = c2

t i +
µc2

tecc
2
teh

f c2
teh + (1 − f )c2

tec

. (14)

Introducing the effective electron temperature through

1

Teff
=

f

Tec

+
1 − f

Teh

(15)

allows us to rewriteV 2
aL as

V 2
aL =

Ti + Teff

mi

. (16)

For the nonlinear ion-acoustic modes, one has tradi-
tionally supposed that stronger inequalities hold, viz.
ct i ≪ VaL < V ≪ ctec < cteh, allowing the approximations
that the ions are cold and the electrons hot enough to be
treated as inertialess.

Another possible ordering is the one used by Yu and
Shukla (1983), with cold and hot electrons, in the presence
of hot ions, in the sense that 0≃ ctec < ct i < cteh. Using now
Eq. (11) withctec ≃ 0 yields

V 2
a1 = c2

t i

(

1 +
c2
teh − c2

t i

c2
t i − f c2

teh

µ

)

,

V 2
a2 = f c2

teh

(

1 +
(1 − f )c2

teh

f c2
teh − c2

t i

µ

)

, (17)

by expanding up to first order inµ and assuming that
f c2

teh − c2
t i is not so small as to invalidate the expansion. The

discussion of possible existence ranges hinges on the relative
ordering off c2

teh andc2
t i .

First, let us assume thatf is not too small, so that
c2
t i < f c2

teh < c2
teh. In that case the lower acoustic range is

given byVa1 < V < ct i and the higher one byVa2 < V < cteh.
The first range will be rather narrow and lead to ion Landau
damping, while the second one will need to keep the window
betweenf and 1 sufficiently wide to be of interest. The treat-
ment here will probably have to retain the full hot electron
inertia, besides the thermal effects, much as was discussed
earlier in this Section (Cattaert et al., 2005).

The other possibility is thatf is small enough so that
f c2

teh < c2
t i < c2

teh. Then the lower acoustic range is given
by Va2 < V < ct i and the higher one byVa1 < V < cteh. To
keep these ranges wide enough the gaps betweenf c2

teh and
c2
t i and betweenc2

t i andc2
teh should be not too small.

5 Plasmas with two ion temperatures

Having recalled some of the aspects of the two-electron-
temperature models, we turn to the much less studied and
harder to realize two-ion-temperature plasmas. The neces-
sary condition for acoustic solitons now becomes

1

c2
te − V 2

+
f µ

c2
t ic − V 2

+
(1 − f )µ

c2
t ih − V 2

> 0, (18)

with a redefined fractional cool ion densityf = nci0/ne0 < 1,
and with self-evident labelsic andih for the cooler and hot-
ter ion species, respectively. Here, the two possible regimes
are

V 2
aL = c2

t ic + f µ(c2
te − c2

t ic),

V 2
aH = c2

t ih + (1 − f )µ(c2
te − c2

t ih), (19)

up to first order in the small parameterµ. Regardless of how
one orderscte with respect toct ic < ct ih, it can be shown
thatVaL refers to the lower acoustic velocity andVaH to the
higher acoustic velocity.

Starting the ordering ofcte from high up, one could have
thatTe . Tih, but this would still makect ih ≪ cte. Hence,
the electrons could almost be taken out of the description as
being very hot (discussed in thermal velocities rather than
temperatures), and then we can draw on earlier results (Hell-
berg et al., 2006). In that paper, a model involving hot and
cool ions, “super-hot” electrons and massive, immobile dust
grains was used to consider ion-acoustic-like solitons sup-
ported by ions satisfyingcte ≫ ct ih ≫ Va ≫ ct ic ≫ cd ,
where the subscriptd refers to dust. However, it was found
that within these approximations, the distribution of charge
between electrons and negative dust grains was arbitrary, and
hence one can ignore the dust grains completely. The result is
that the ion-acoustic-like solitons in this regime are directly
analogous to the electron-acoustic solitons found in Sect. 3,
and an equivalent existence diagram in parameter space is
obtained.

Lowering Te brings us to the range wherecte is com-
parable toct ih, and results are not expected to be sig-
nificantly different from the special case thatcte = ct ih.
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Then we see thatVaH = ct ih and only ct ic < VaL < ct ih

can define a meaningful acoustic regime. Note that since
V 2

aL = c2
t ic + f µ(c2

t ih − c2
t ic) is very close to but larger than

c2
t ic, a proper regime avoiding large Landau damping of

the solitary structure by the cool ion component will need
V 2

aL ≪ V 2 ≪ c2
t ih. This model might offer a more realistic

approach for certain magnetospheric applications, but needs
further study to ascertain the precise nonlinear character of
the solitary waves.

The other obvious limit is thatcte = ct ic, although
that would already require an extremely small electron
temperatureTe = (me/mi)Tic. Then it follows from
Eq. (19) that VaL = ct ic, and only ct ic < VaH < ct ih can
define an acoustic regime. However, even though
V 2

aH = c2
t ih − (1− f ) µ (c2

t ih − c2
t ic) is smaller thanc2

t ih, it is
only marginally so. This leaves us with a tiny window forV

just belowct ih, with heavy Landau damping by the hot ions.
Coupled to the tiny electron temperature, this ordering does
not seem very realistic.

Going even lower inTe is even more problematic, for rea-
sons which have already been encountered in Sect. 2, dealing
with cte < ct i in a hydrogen plasma. Hence, the use of Boltz-
mann distributions for the hot ions would seem to exceed the
validity of the assumptions underpinning this approximation,
although further work is needed to ascertain whether this is
also the case in the presence of an electron beam.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed necessary conditions for the
generation of large solitary acoustic modes in plasmas with
one or more ion species which are hotter than some or all
of the electron species. Indications are that in most of these
configurations the existence ranges for the solitary wave ve-
locities are severely circumscribed, very narrow and close to
one of the thermal velocities. Not only will linear Landau
damping prevent the generation of nonlinear structures, but
the ions cannot be treated as inertialess. Quite to the contrary,
both the inertial and thermal effects will have to be kept in the
description, which renders an analytical investigation much
more intricate.

In order to get this point across, we have found it help-
ful to contrast our present discussion with analogous consid-
erations for large ion- and electron-acoustic modes in bet-
ter known plasma models, where one or two electron con-
stituents are hotter than the ions. Because of the additional
complications in hot ion plasmas, we have not yet incorpo-
rated the influence of possible beam components, but will
certainly do so in future work. Electron or ion beams might
also help in overcoming linear Landau damping and have the
possibility of generating larger structures.

Furthermore, we have neglected the effect of the mag-
netic field on the wave generation. This is justified for waves
propagating strictly parallel to the static magnetic field. For

oblique propagation, the effects of an external magnetic field
can be important for linear as well as nonlinear waves, unless
the linear wave frequencies are much higher than the gyro-
frequencies of all the plasma species.

To conclude, full nonlinear analytical and numerical evalu-
ations have to be undertaken to check out the different possi-
bilities outside traditional ion- and electron-acoustic models.
This is beyond the scope of this preliminary discussion.
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